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Part 1
Arrival, preparation, and more preparation.

We left in the morning, wound our way through Central Oregon and down into Nevada on 93. After a few 
pit stops and food breaks, we made it to Indian Springs at about 11:30pm. Brandon and I thought we were 
behind the other two trucks, but a thunderstorm waylaid our group several miles behind us. After talking to 
them, we decided they could finish the drive the next day instead of driving all night and being haggard all 

day when there were things to accomplish. 
Usually when we get to Mexico, we’ve been 
driving for 30 hours and then we have to 
unload, reload, get organized, finish pre‑
runner prep give everyone a game plan and 
then go through with it. Vegas to Reno is 
much, much simpler. Brandon and I got a 
single room on the bottom floor from the 
casino in the little town. On a normal day 
both of us would be a little sketched out 
by our surroundings. The casino was old, 
mostly empty, and had none of the “luxu‑
ry” you find in casinos even in the NW. This 
was not reassuring for the hotel room we 
were about to see. After parking the truck 
inches from our bedroom window, just in 
case anything were to go down during the 
night, we enter the hotel room. This hotel 
was $20 a night. I know what you are imag‑
ining. I was imagining that too. But it was 
clean, even if a little old, and it makes some 
of the places we’ve been in Mexico look 
like a 5 star hotel. Running water, working 
toilet, air conditioning, clean sheets, mini‑
mal amount of gnarly bugs. No problems 
here. We rested well and then got up early 
to head to the airport.

We picked up Jeff Bays from the airport 
and headed back through Vegas to Indian 
Springs after a quick stop for breakfast at 
Paris on the strip. Our other two trucks 
were still almost two hours out and a crepe 
at Paris was the right amount of time killer. 
Shortly after getting back to the hotel our 
other trucks arrived and everyone got orga‑
nized and situated in their rooms. Then we 

headed to Aliante Station for Contingency. 
Everyone parks in a big gravel lot across the street from the hotel. As everyone worked on unloading their 
race bikes, reloading spare bikes, and getting last minute tech items ready, the buzz and roar of bikes, trucks, 
buggies, and other quads go back and forth near you as they too need to go to tech inspection and contin‑

Brandon inside his truck, and the chase rack filled with miscellaneous items we might need. The 
numbers are leftover Baja numbers, required to identify your chase vehicles.

Brandon putting some required stickers on at Tech Inspection before heading inside.



gency.

Tech inspection, along with 
many series sponsors and ven‑
dors, is set up in the hotel park‑
ing lot. We parked the bikes out 
front of the hotel and went in‑
side to take care of registration 
and get the riders banded. As it 
was approaching the hundred‑
and‑teens outside, the hotel 
was a blast of chilled wonderful 
when we entered. The Pro class 
is only allowed two riders, and 
you must go inside and fill out 
your paperwork, prove you are 
who you say you are, and then 
they give you a wristband. The 
whole process takes a few min‑
utes because it’s like filling out 

a small novel of mad‑libs. Except you shouldn’t ad‑lib or mad‑lib when registering. When we are done in the 
hotel (for now), we go back outside and send the bikes through tech. They make sure that you have a hydra‑
tion system, a flashing light on your back, reflective stickers on your helmet and bike. Then they check to 
make sure your helmet is the most recent DOT and Snell Foundation approved. They make sure you have a 
transponder on the right location, and they make sure you have a few required stickers, and then send you 
through a transponder chute to make sure your transponder actually works. After this is taken care of, we go 
back to the truck to drop some items off and then go back into the hotel for the mandatory, and very painful, 
riders meeting.

The riders meeting takes place in 
a large conference room inside 
the Aliante where the riders 
previously registered. It’s cast in 
a yellow light, probably for an 
intimate setting when they have 
other events. The effect it usually 
has is putting some people into 
nap mode, especially after the 
lights go down for “movie time.” 
Best in the Desert usually shows 
a couple short films on desert 
racing, consisting generally of 
the trucks and buggies and once 
in a while a dirt bike. I think 
it’s meant to get people excited 
about the racing, but isn’t that 
like preaching to the choir? Every‑
one in that room is there for the race that’s happening the next day.

The BITD director stands up and talks, invites several other people to talk, and professes on and on about 

It was getting late leaving contingency! A little fun with my camera before we headed back to the hotel for our own 
riders’ meeting.

Brandon talking with Garrin Fuller, who he’d be riding with, and Garrin’s friend and support driver, Tayler 
James. The conference room is washed in this yellow light, even for the rider/driver meeting.



the series recognizing a few special facts like Alex Ortiz who, at 13, was going to solo the race on his Raptor 
250; or the record number of entries for the year; or how many permits it takes to put this race on (40). Then, 
when most of the crowd’s heads are bobbing in the dim light, the director calls up 25 “randomly” drawn 
names to check for attendance. If your banded rider/
driver is not in attendance, it’s a 2 hour penalty, 
which would effectively give you little more incen‑
tive to race the next day than going for a trail ride in 
stupid amounts of dust, rocks, and inherent danger. 
Shortly after this, there are a few more announce‑
ments and Mary and I sneak off to make dinner res‑
ervations in the Hotel. We find a pasta place in the 
casino, make a reservation for 20 – which our num‑
bers dwindled to about 15 by the end of the riders’ 
meeting – and head back to conference room to find 
the talking still going on. We’ve now been in here for 
over an hour, and the minutes are slowing steadily. 
10 more minutes, which have the length of about 
six years, and we are dismissed. We regroup, say our 
friendly goodbyes to fellow quad teams and people 
we know and head to dinner. It is a welcome sight since most of us hadn’t eaten since that morning and it was 
getting close to 7pm. 

We eat dinner, Brandon lamenting that we could have done our own riders meeting here had we remembered 
the binders. It would have been a great spot because of relative privacy and quiet. Before each race I make 
a binder with all the race information. It goes in each truck as reference to the chase team where they are 
supposed to go, about how long it will take, and other notes about riders or pitting. Dinner is our last moment 
of relative peace before the scramble begins. By now it’s after 9pm. Trucks are getting ready, supplied with 
water, snacks, and gear. Riders are putting their radios together, getting their gear out and prepped, mak‑
ing sure the bikes have everything they need. We finally get to our riders’ meeting about 11pm where we go 
over the game plan for the three teams. It’s late and we’re all tired so it’s a little confusing and not everything 
sinks in entirely. We get to bed somewhere near midnight as prepped as we possibly could be, and then we 
wait.

Why do we wait? Because the adrenaline is already going, mind is already racing, and we are in race‑mode. 
Who can sleep with all that going on? I think Brandon and I drifted off somewhere about 3:15, and the alarm 
awoke us at 3:45. Yes, AM. I can’t say it without a grumble. We rise, dress, and spend the next half an hour 
getting everything into the trucks and situated, making sure to leave nothing behind. I fill a Ryno Power 
bottle for Brandon with water. I measured out the powder and opened up the appropriate number of capsules 



the previous night into a shaker bottle so we only had to fill them with water. The starting line was another 
hour north of us, just outside Beatty, Nevada. Staging begins at 5:15, and the first motorcycle leaves the line 
at 5:45 AM. There were still things that needed to be checked on the three race bikes, too. The tension that 
comes on race day before the start is palpable. You 
can feel it double when you get next to someone 
participating, and as we climb in the truck, the cab is 
thick with excitement, nerves, and adrenaline. The 
sensation is curious. And addictive.

Part 2
The starting line.

We reach the starting line, and pull into a gravel 
DOT lot with a dark sky looming overhead. There 
are enough headlights from vehicles and riders, and 
enough other lights ‑ flashlights, caution lights, head 
lamps, cab lights ‑ to give you small‑scale sensory 
overload. We drive up a short ways and park just shy 
of a ditch that would really like to swallow a front tire 
or front end of a chase rig. The frenzy of prep contin‑
ues. Radio buttons are needed for the bike, Sean and Mary’s tires aren’t right, riders need gear, staging had 
begun, does everyone have fuel? And on and on. Between snapping photos I radio check Brandon to make 
sure he can hear me, I can hear him, and that it’s not too loud in his ears. The sun is rising, the clouds are 
breaking, and the sky is lightening, though not yet turning pink and orange to signify day. Brandon hands me 

two sets of goggles to carry to 
the starting line and gets on his 
bike, Jamie boards his bike, Sean 
the third bike, and the three of 
them head to staging, which by 
now they have missed.

I walk down the entrance where 
we drove in, hang a right and 
wind my way up to the start. I 
say wind, because between pit 
crews, motorcycles, UTVs, and 
other quads and riders, not to 
mention photographers and 
spectators, there is a lot of traffic 
to avoid. It’s about a half mile up 
to the Red Bull arches. We will 
not have enough time to watch 
our riders take off, so I content‑

edly take photos of the lineup of Pro quads, adjusting settings, listening to the bikes leave the line ahead of 
them and watch as they chatter amongst themselves. Jamie is fairly stoic and silent as usual. He is taking off 
the line second behind Josh Row. Sean is nervously taking a few calming breaths of the warm Nevada air, the 

Ed Teixeira, whose products we rely on, came out to help us chase. Here he is 
checking the shock pressure.



reality of race day finally upon 
him. Sean will leave fourth off 
the line and head into the dusty 
abyss. Neither Jamie nor Sean, 
though both having ridden in 
Mexico, know what exactly lies 
ahead for them besides a lot of 
dusty miles. Kenny is talking 
with Jamie as I take a few more 
pictures and then walk down the 
line to Brandon, stopping to chat 
with Sean a minute and wish 
him luck and safety. I offer what 
I hope is a reassuring smile. I 
know Sean can make it through 
and that he knows he can make 
it through, and I know new ex‑
periences and racing in general 
can give you butterflies. Or velociraptors.

Brandon is leaving the line seventh, and is in race‑mode. Some people just think he’s a dick, but really he’s 
just intensely focused which might lead him to be a little short even with me. He consumes himself with ev‑
ery detail of all three teams, and even some competing teams, the bikes, the course, the what‑if’s, the every‑
thing. Some may say he over thinks things... But really, if you had the choice between over and under, which 
one would you choose? I ask him when he wants me to leave here to go to the first pit as we are approaching 
the starting line, bike after bike screaming into the dusty distance toward the sun. He replies with the entire 
game plan for the first pit for all teams. I patiently say, “Yes, but when would you like me specifically to leave 
here?” He replies telling me what Kenny will do and I take that as my cue. Since Kenny’s team is leaving first 
out of our three teams, I just opt to do what he does so as not to be late for my own rider. 

I ask Brandon which goggles he wants to wear. He looks through both the lenses and picks the clear ones. 
“These won’t breathe as well and they’ll make me sweat too much. The sun won’t be in my eyes yet, so these 
will be better, don’t you think?” I nod and sling them over his handlebars. I stand by, for no reason besides 



moral support, until the bikes have dwindled down to a handful. Kenny leaves Jamie and heads off running 
down the hill. After a quick to‑the‑helmet kiss and a “good luck, stay safe” comment to Brandon, I’m running 
down the hill too, camera bouncing, glasses sliding down my face. We need to hurry to get back to the trucks 
in order to get to the first pit on time. A wave of urgency fills me and I regret not having tied my shoes very 
tightly.

Part 3
The primary race has begun, and so has the secondary.

It’s light enough now to see without assistance from a light. It’s approximately 5:50AM, 85 degrees, and I’m 
doing my best to keep my camera from bouncing too much as I jog from the starting line. My glasses aren’t 
fitted quite right, and I never had them adjusted, so as the physical activity warms me further, they threaten 
to fall off my face every few steps and repeatedly slide down my nose to the point my vision is a bit obscured 
through the lenses. I keep push‑
ing them up my nose every 3 
steps. At least we are running 
downhill, though the momen‑
tum makes it sometimes hard 
to avoid the people, bikes, and 
others coming up the hill for 
the start. I jump off the road to 
avoid a wall of people who didn’t 
see me running toward them. 
Into the soft rocky terrain I sink, 
lose my balance, and awkwardly 
take a few running steps with 
my face and hands nearly touch‑
ing the ground in front of me. I 
recover without falling, wonder‑
ing in the face of a few staring 
people if I’ll probably be “that 
girl” if they see me at pit later in 
the race. I round the fence into 
the park areas and turn to go back 
up the hill we just ran down, albeit on the other side of the fence line. As we approach the rest of our team in 
blue shirts we call out, signalling that we are leaving right now. RIGHT NOW!

I jump in the driver’s seat, hand my camera to Jeff Bays who is my copilot this race, and we maneuver our‑
selves out of the parking lot. The secondary chase vehicles will go to Pit 2, while the primary vehicles will go 
to Pit 1. Garrin Fuller, who is a guest rider with Brandon since our usual rider was home sick, gets in with us, 
silent as a mouse. Fortunately for Garrin, he has a lot of leg room behind me for the 30 minute drive to the 
next pit since I am not very tall. The riders will have about 60 miles to do on their quads and we expect them 
all close together at the first pit. We turn off the highway but the pit is so full with bike crews that we have 
to park on the second row and not directly next to the track. However, lucky for us, right after we all parked, 
a few trucks left and I backed up right next to the course which makes putting tools and the required carpet 
down much quicker and packing up to head to the next pit faster. Even in this kind of racing, every second 

Garrin Fuller, left, and Jeff Bays waiting at the first pit for a sign of our rider, Brandon.



counts. You’d rather be an hour 
early than 1 second late!

We unpack, put the carpet 
down, get tires and an impact 
out, fill the dump cans, grab the 
pit board, and wait. Look at our 
watches, and wait some more. 
The pits at Vegas to Reno are 
25mph and at the first one there 
is a mandatory stop at the top of 
a hill. Pit crews can see the rid‑
ers easily. A few bikes go by us, 
Garrin puts the rest of his gear 
on and I radio check him. Just 
up the pit from us are a few of 
our other chase crew members 
and riders. They have their own 

carpet, gas and tools at the ready. 
The first quad shows up at the top of the hill. Someone shouts “Quad!” and we all draw in a breath and look 
up. It’s Josh Row. We know Jamie should be next and we are all relieved when we see him just after Josh. He 
comes in for a quick pit. I adjust the pit board I’m holding to turn and take photos of their team and then he’s 
gone in a matter of seconds. Our second crew packs up and leaves in a hurry. We wait a few minutes more and 
Sean pops out in 4th. He does a quick pit and as he’s stopped the next riders come through, including Bran‑
don. I see him at the top of the hill, let go of my camera and stand where he can see me. I raise the pit board 
and make sure that Jeff and Garrin are ready and know he’s coming in. Garrin puts his goggles on, Jeff grabs 
the gas can, and Brandon comes 
to a halt on the carpet. I resume 
taking photos but then I notice 
that the airbox lid we need to 
change is sitting on our toolbox! 
I run over and grab it, pivot and 
take few more steps shoving it 
in Brandon’s hands. We lost a 
few precious seconds, but the 
lid goes on and Garrin is sent off 
into the desert for his first ex‑
perience in the suffocating and 
blinding dust.

We pack up the tires and tools 
and load the remaining items 
in the truck. Brandon breathes 
hard, scolds us about the airbox 
lid, and we all get in the truck 
to head for Pit 3. I image what the 
start is like and hoping Garrin is passing people now. Our other two teams have left, already on their way 
to the next pit. I grab water for Brandon and we exit onto the highway, hoping all goes well and we see our 
three teams at the next pit. The waiting is the hardest part.

Josh Row was first off the line and first into Pit 1, closely followed by the rest of the field.

Here comes Brandon, and we’re being photobombed by  another rider.



Brandon rests in the truck as I 
drive to the next pit. When we 
arrive, it is packed. We drive to 
the end where our other two 
teams are located, but decide 
that’s not a good place for us to 
pit and move a little bit closer in, 
which is actually further down 
the pits for the rider. We are in 
luck again as a truck and van 
from the leading bike team pull 
out and make room for us. Ed 
Teixeira is there cleaning an air‑
box lid for us, while Jeff gets out 
the necessary tools. I strap a Go‑
Pro to the fuel dump can, grab 
a pit board, and proceed to take 
photos. The other two teams are 

using Baja Pits, a pit service that will be at 10 of the 15 pits. They are a few yards away. In the distance you 
can see clouds of dust rise up, but you can only guess if there is a quad or bike creating it. Luckily, the riders 
have to make an S turn and slow down to 25 mph before they get to us. It’s a safety issue I guess, but it makes 
the pits not quite as fun or intense as Mexico where the riders come in hot and skid to a stop at the pits. Much 
more exciting to skid for rider and spectator!

It’s not long before the first few 
quads come in. We see Jamie. 
They do a pit, check oil in the 
bike, and swap riders for the 
next section. Next, Garrin comes 
in and our group does the same 
thing. Brandon gets on the bike 
to take it to Pit 4. Jeff is putting 
the tools away as Sean comes in. 
They do a quick pit also at Baja 
Pits and Mary gets on the bike 
for her first venture into the 
dust. Garrin’s face is plastered 
as: dust clinging to his lips, chin, 
and nose; eyes red with dust 
and grit; hair styled by sweat 
and helmet. I ask Garrin how it 
was and he replies about how 
he couldn’t see anything out there, and how he got pelted by dirt bike roost. Garrin wasn’t wearing a chest 
protector, but I had seen what kind of welts Brandon had and knew it was going to be a painful day for Garrin 
as he would encounter and pass many more bikes. We finish loading and drive to the next pit, 4.

Pit 4 is located in a tight space and the course goes down hill, so the pit does as well leaving anything before 
the pit cut off by the incline. You can’t see where the riders are coming from, so you just have to be prepared 
at any sound of motors. It wasn’t too far of a drive from Pit 3 to 4, but for the riders it was 60 miles. For a 
long time no one came through. A guy next to our pit starts to talk to me. He is waiting for his quad to come 



through, he knows Brandon and 
even grew up in Washington. Ev‑
eryone is milling about the pits 
anxious for their rider to arrive. 
Jeff washed a few of our airbox 
lids and placed them on the 
truck to dry. It’s still hot out and 
half an hour later he comments 
that they are almost ready to go. 
Anxiously looking uphill, a bike 
comes through, pits near me and 
then yells at the KTM pit a bit 
further down something about 
missing ribbon. It’s not long af‑
ter this that we see a helmet and 
bumper. It’s a quad!

The course worker stops him 
and at first I think it’s our second team judging by the distinct Klim helmets the team wears and bright or‑
ange quad, but then I realize it’s Brandon. I shout “It’s Brandon! It’s Brandon!” to our pit crew of unsuspect‑
ing people. As he makes his way down the pit I turn around and yell again with more force, “It’s Brandon!” 
which finally snaps Jeff and Garrin into action. Jeff grabs the dump can, but Garrin is unprepared. He has his 
helmet and goggles on, but nothing else by the time Brandon stops. He is putting his gloves on as Brandon 
checks the oil and replaces the airbox lid. Garrin takes off before the next rider comes in and Jeff and I begin 
to put things away. I can hear Brandon chattering about being prepared and feel guilty at not having Garrin 
ready, though I figured we’d see more bikes through first. My mistake. I hoped not to make that one again! As 
we all climb in the truck we wave to our two other teams and leave the pit. On the highway a few miles down 
the road on our radios, we can hear news of our other teams coming into the pits. Brandon explains that a lot 

of riders had taken a wrong turn 
and he did too. A dirtbike almost 
ran into him in the dust going 
towards him and signalling the 
opposite direction. Brandon 
stopped to check his GPS until 
he was assuredly on‑course, and 
then managed to see a swirl of 
dust and bikes as riders circled 
around looking for course mark‑
ing. He didn’t hesitate to let 
them figure it out on their own, 
and passed the whole field of 
Pro quads and several dirt bikes 
on his way to the pit, effectively 
putting him and Garrin in first. 
It was a few seconds later when 
Jeff piped up, “Did anyone get 
the airbox lids off the front?”

Shit. No, we both forgot the drying lids on the truck. No doubt they were gone. In a few minutes when the 
chase crews got to their trucks we radioed them to see if they could find them. They did find them both, but 



unfortunately they had been 
run over and were rendered 
useless. “Man I feel like an ass,” 
Jeff commented. I reassured him 
that we’ve all done something 
stupid at one pit or another. 
Brandon quickly assessed what 
we had left, which was one lid on 
the bike, and one in the truck. 
We spent the next pit, 6, clean‑
ing the lid and drying it out the 
window on the way to pit 8. This 
would be SOP for Jeff ‑ hang‑
ing a wet K&N lid out the truck 
window to dry it before the next 
pit. Sometimes, you just have to 
improvise.

At Pit 6 we were reminded again 
that desert racing in the U.S. is 

different. I had to follow a Ranger most of the way to the pit going the exact speed limit. He parked further 
down the pit than us, but you always wonder which one is going to bust you for something trivial. As it turns 
out, our dealings with the Sheriff were ok, but we’ll get to that in a minute. Pit 6 was longer, more open, and 
had much less traffic, parked or otherwise. As we got our pit set up, Brandon put his gear on and parked 
himself in the shade of the truck on our spare tires. Jeff filled the gas can, I laid the carpet out, and we waited. 
I asked if we were going to have enough gas for the day, and after some math and checking our course notes, 
Brandon decided we should stop to get some fuel from our second chase rig. There was only 6 miles between 
7 and 8, so we’d have enough time to get gas from Ed Teixeira (Brandon and Garrin’s second chase team) and 
make it to pit 8.

After about 10 minutes, our other two race crew catch up and park, but the spots near us have been taken. 
Still, no quads nor bikes. The temperature is around 95 degrees now and I climb up to the roof to get a water 
down for myself out of the cooler. It is easy to forget to hydrate yourself when you are driving and pitting 
and need to focus. Despite being 
in the truck, you still have a job to 
do and need to focus on the task at 
hand. I have enough time to chug 
half the bottle ‑ I don’t remember 
drinking anything but a Rockstar 
leaving Pit 3 ‑ when the first signs 
of dust in the distance arrive. 
Someone down the pits shouts 
“Biiiiike! It’s a bike!” but we all 
train our eyes into the horizon 
just in case it is a mistake. At this 
point in the race, most of the guys 
at the pits are there for bikes, and 
most of them assume their bike is 
next and it couldn’t possibly be a 
quad. I don’t really hate the small 

When the temperatures get hot, and you’re in layers of hot gear, it’s helpful to find a seat in the shade. It also 
provides a time for mental reinforcement, reflection, or other pondering.



bash to their ego when they stare at you while you pit the quad that beat their bike, which, in most cases, 
started several minutes ahead of the quads. People still think quads are slow, and just like the bikes, some of 

them are.

Part 4
Detours and Choices.

The first bike comes in to pit, 
followed by another. It’s after 
this second bike we see a bigger 
dust cloud. Lo and behold! It’s a 
quad. It’s Jamie out in front lead‑
ing the field. Behind him is Trent 
Kendall’s team and another bike. 
We see Row’s team come in as DJ 
Noerr passes by us. A few more 
agonizing minutes and finally we 

spot Garrin. He comes in and pits, Brandon gets on and we leave the pit as quickly as possible. 

Garrin takes his helmet off and I get him a water. His eyes are red with dust and I ask if he’s ok. He replies 
with a sullen “No,” which instantly puts me in emergency mode. Thinking he’s injured, I begin to ask if he’s 
hurt, but before I get the words out he just quietly expresses his disappointment in losing the lead. I reassure 
him we have time to make it up, but I don’t know if he hears me. I’m relieved he is not hurt. We take off down 

the highway to a brief stop at 7 
and then to 8. As we are going, 
I ask Jeff to look in the pit book 
and see how far 6 is from 7. He 
responds back saying something 
about pit 7 being 14 miles off the 
road.

“That can’t be right. It’s only 
supposed to be six,” I say, cau‑
tiously trying to drive and look 
at the open pit book Jeff is hold‑
ing.

“That’s what it says. 14 miles off 
the road.”

My mind is racing. This section 
is not very long. It will probably 

take us 40 minutes to get there and take Brandon 15 minutes more than that. If the pit was 6 miles from the 
next one, it would be fine, but 14 miles plus a stop, plus having to clean the filter lid is roughly an extra 30 
minutes of time. I have a couple minutes to decide and looking at the pit book, this is the closest we are going 
to be to our secondary chase vehicle, so it’s either stop now and be late to the pit or possibly run out of fuel 



later in the race. I decide Brandon would be less unhappy with me if I were simply late to a pit, but I put on 
my Mexico driving hat and determined not to be late.

The BITD pit book includes instructions such as “turn left at the black rock pile,” and “right at the green 
sign.” They give you mileages, but choose seemingly obscure markers to gauge if you are going in the right 
direction. We turn off the highway and onto another two lane road, roughly headed back the way we came. 
My “Mexico diving hat” isn’t a hat at all, and I hesitantly ignore the BITD director’s warning of “The State pa‑
trol will tolerate you going up to 74.4 mph. 74.5 and you’ll get a ticket.” In my 10+ years of driving, I’ve never 
had a ticket, and ticket here would mean missing a pit and potentially throwing the race. I wished for luck 
and sped up.

The road has some minor in‑
clines in it, and I nervously 
watch the GPS trail and odome‑
ter as we tick off mile after mile, 
the clock screaming at me the 
whole way, my doubts forming a 
ball in my throat and making the 
muscles near my temples con‑
tract. Or maybe it’s the clamp I 
have on my jaw. Either way we 
need to get the gas and get to 
pit 8 and fast! Ed knows we are 
coming and will have the fuel 
ready.

We see one vehicle coming out, 
and none behind me. I set the 
pace at about 85mph. I tell Jeff, 
“We still need to clean that lid. 
When we stop, I’ll jump out and 
run water through this one, you grab and load the gas from Ed and then I’ll give you the lid to dry.” He af‑
firms this plan and we approach a small hill. I slow down, not knowing what lies on the other side. To my 
surprise and relief it is the pit. There’s not a lot of room for it like the other pits, it’s just barely off the side of 
this road. This is where BITD chose to put their pit sign. Not back at the turnoff from the main highway, not 
at the crest of the hill, but about 50 feet before a crammed row where chase vehicles are parked and ribbon is 
up to mark the course. Thanks for the heads up. Jeff easily spots Ed’s truck and we pull off the road, just inch‑
es from it. A few vehicles behind us have slowed, looking for a place for their own rigs to park. Jeff and I jump 
out, I dump two bottles of water through the lid and put the lid on the floor of the truck for Jeff. He grabs the 
gas, we exchange a few brief words with Ed and then I make a u‑turn and head back down the highway. The 
whole thing took maybe 2 minutes total, but the clock was still counting down, and the rising panic was still 
gnawing at me.

I expect a few chase rigs to come in. Still warily thinking of our 74 mph warning, I hammer down to about 95 
and Jeff rolls his window down to hang the airbox lid out to dry.

“Better hold on to this with two hands!” He laughs. The humor was a nice relief from the tension.

“Yeah it would not be a good thing to have that one fly into the desert!” I say back.

For obvious reasons, I don’t have photos of this next section, so here is a photo of an earlier pit.



I look at the clock. We will make it. We will make it. 
We will make it. If all goes well, we will make it. Gar‑
rin hardly makes a peep in the seat behind mine. I see 
a few trucks coming towards us. No need to lift, they 
have chase numbers on them. A few more. Chase num‑
bers, ok. We are almost back to highway 95 when we 
see a white truck and a little ways behind it another few 
cars. I glance at my speed, still holding at 95. And then it 
happens. At the same time I realize the white truck I’m 
looking at does NOT have chase numbers on it, and when 
I grenade the brakes in hopes that maybe he couldn’t tell 
I was exorbitantly over the speed limit, the lights in the 
grill and windshield come on as a lump forms in the pit 
of my stomach. We go from 95 to 60 in about 100 feet, 
and as the truck approaches I can see the driver wav‑
ing down. As in “slow down.” We pass and I watch in my 
mirror as the truck turns his lights off and continues 
without turning around. A sigh of relief escapes me and 
Jeff goes, “Well that was close!” I drive the rest of the 
way out to the highway at 60, not willing to push  my 
luck right away.

Looking at the clock, my sense of urgency had not subsided. It was going to be close, but we would make it on 
time. We pulled into the pit: a gravel lot with slightly more room than Pit 7 for parking. Our other two teams 
were already there, Jamie’s rig was parked right up to the course, and Sean parked in front of him. I made two 
circles looking for a place, but to no avail. We were going to cart our supplies to pit next to our other teams, 
but as luck would have it the vehicle next to them left and I backed the truck in there. With every quad hav‑
ing the potential to come out first, you had to be ready. At every pit so far, the leaders came in less than a 
minute apart. Jeff quickly set up our pit, while I checked my phone. I had a missed call from our remote pit at 
13. Garrin geared himself up and waited. The electricity in the air was still palpable here, but it was less ner‑
vous like the start of the race and more focused. I called our guy back.

Apologetically, he explained he couldn’t find pit 13. If he never found it, it would only ruin one race, ours. The 
other two teams, while instructed to pit with him there, had paid for Baja Pits which included fuel and would 
be at 13, so they would be able to continue. We went through the pit directions together. It said he should be 
on a dirt road, but there wasn’t a dirt road. It said he had to go 34 miles before seeing anything, which is quite 
a long way on a dirt road. We worked out the directions, losing the call a few times. I told him to ignore that it 
said “dirt road” and just follow the directions otherwise and he should make it. I was still sitting in the truck, 
worried about losing my one bar of service, and quickly warming up and sticking to the seat in the midday 
desert climate. Our guy stayed calm as we worked out the directions and I told him to follow the 34 miles and 
if he didn’t see a course worker to get in contact with me again. I was angry that the official directions were 
so confusing. This pit, 13, remote and “Rawhide,” was particularly more taxing than the others it seemed. It 
is a “remote” pit because if your chase team goes there, they won’t make it back out to catch your rider or 
driver at other pits. 

I was looking at the directions, which you had to follow in reverse somewhat because Chris had come from 
the north, unlike most of the race traffic. We hung up and I got out of the truck. 98 degrees felt cool. I 
grabbed the pit board and walked out to the track to be seen by Brandon, wondering what the best way to tell 
him our remote pit was lost right now, and doing my best not to worry about “what if, what if” because this is 
desert racing, and anything can happen without prediction so it doesn’t do too much good to “what if” about 

Again, no photos for this part of the story, but this is Jeff. Just imagine he’s 
saying, “Well that was close!”



it. We did our best and it’s out of 
my control now. I just hoped it’d 
work out.

Part 5
The missing pit.

By the time I got out, all three teams were ready and waiting. It was not long after that Josh Frederick came 
in. He said something to the Can Am mechanic at his pit, and within a minute they swapped out exhaust 
canisters. The Can Am team had a list of annoyances such as this during their race. Frederick had no sooner 
pulled out of the pit and back on course when the Q1 rolled into the pits. Less than a minute after that, 
and less than 10 minutes total since we had gotten to the pit, our first team rolled in ‑ Brandon. We fueled, 
changed the lid, and put Garrin on the bike. This pit seemed surreal in how little time it took. Garrin took off, 
his third time on the bike that day, and Brandon removed his helmet and got in the truck. Jeff had everything 
loaded by the time I was able to climb up and get a water for Brandon and ask if he wanted a snack.

We took off for Pit 10, now past 
the halfway marker of the race 
and sitting in third. It was a 
good feeling as we headed for 
the next pit, but then I had to 
wonder, when was the best time 
to tell Brandon our Pit 13 might 
be screwed? I decided right then 
was not it, but surely before the 
next pit. It was just after 1 pm. 
We still had several hours to go. 
We still had a little more help. 
I called Chris, hoping he would 
answer and confirm he found 
the pit, but it went to voicemail. 
I took a deep breath. There was 
nothing I could do, right? I took 
another deep breath.

It was approximately another 30 minutes in the truck from 8 to 10. I had filled a Ryno Power bottle with 
water (it was pre‑filled with supplements) and had stored it in the cooler at another Pit, and Brandon remem‑
bered to get it down from the cooler for the ride. We were halfway through the race and he’d have to get on 
from 10 to 12 and again at Pit 14 so the supplements would help. I managed to convince Garrin to take some 
later in the day as well, though he was a little unsure about it. Sitting in third, we were feeling pretty good. 
This is desert racing where a 15 minute lead can get eaten up in nothing flat, so being in 3rd with less than 3 
minutes from the leader, we had a fair chance at getting the win. Brandon commented on how pleased he was 
with Garrin, especially since it was Garrin’s first time at a race like this one. After the initial adrenaline had 
subsided I had to break the potentially bad news.

“Chris called,” I said with some trepidation, “He said he couldn’t find Pit 13. We went through the directions 

This wasn’t the pit, but if you’re race is going well, they all kind of look the same anyway...



and I told him to call me back if he still couldn’t find it. I think he’ll be ok. There isn’t going to be service out 
there anyway.” I had to repeat myself to get it to register, and then began to furiously dial Chris’ phone, only 
to hit voicemail, after voicemail, after voicemail. At call number 10 I left a message.

“If he has service he’ll get the message. If he’s not at the pit, we are screwed anyway, so this is the best we can 
do. I’m pretty sure he’ll find the pit,” I tried to be reassuring, but for whom I’m not totally sure, “He was close. 
I think he just got turned around because the directions were confusing.” Brandon reassured me that there 
isn’t anything we can do from here anyway. He takes the news evenly, I think in part because I waited until 
he was relaxed instead of just getting off the quad. I try to call a few more times just to be safe, but run out of 

service after the third try. It was 
about this time I realize that I 
have to pee so bad I might pop. 
We have time a few extra min‑
utes of time and I find a deserted 
spot on the highway just after 
Pit 9’s turnoff. All I can think 
about is, “Man, I hope no one 
sees my nekkid butt out here on 
the highway.” I think I was suf‑
ficiently hidden, and if I wasn’t, 
keep it to yourself! I could focus 
better after that and continued 
in a slightly less anxious manner 
toward our destination.

We exit the highway for Pit 10 
and travel up a dirt road to the 
top of a hill, where a few other 

people have parked in a field. We 
pull off and drive through the field looking for the course, which is actually reminiscent of a pit in Mexico. 
There are some toyhaulers and cones set‑up out here, but the pit is not nearly as crowded as the last few have 
been. It might even be called scarce. I find a spot toward the end of the pit and back in to position. At this 
point, I have found that taking photos of the same pit process with a different background has gotten stale 
and since I’m not allowed on course, nor do I have time for walking down to where the action is, I just leave 
the camera in the truck. I opted instead for the carpet and pit board and hastily filled a third Ryno Power 
bottle for that last charge to the finish Brandon would have to make. We weren’t there very long before Gar‑
rin rode in. We were still less than a minute behind second, who was less than a minute behind first. Freder‑
ick’s and Prather’s teams were going to be hard to beat. This pit went off without much thought, and in fact, 
it was hard to remember exactly about this one because it was easy and went smoothly. We had gotten into 
a groove. Brandon took off after the leaders, Garrin loaded up, and Jeff and I packed the truck again with pit 
supplies. Jeff had a good system worked out by about Pit 3, so it was quick to load and unload.

Jeff was reading the next pit description for Pit 12, “Hawthorne.” One of the notes was that we’d be traveling 
through a military base and that we needed to watch our speed. Of course I immediately had images of armed 
guards with assault weapons and German Shepherds. Who doesn’t? But I knew that it wouldn’t be so. My next 
thoughts were we maybe had to drive 15 miles an hour through a military base of who knows how long? It’s 
was going to take us almost the same amount of time as it would for Brandon to get to Pit 12. Were we going 
to make it? It would be close.

This is Josh Frederick coming into a pit earlier in the race. Check out the dust on his face!



In stunningly obscure fashion, BITD’s pit directions gave 
the signal to turn right at the green sign. The road they 
said was unmarked was in fact marked by a sign about 
a 100 feet in front of the turn. A car was coming out, 
perfectly marking the road for us, so right we turned. I 
scanned the scene in front of me. It was a military base 
we were heading into, but nothing much was happening 
nearby which was a little disappointing. A few more turns 
and we were for sure on military grounds as warnings of 
explosive laden trucks and camouflaged buildings sprung 
up the hillside. I’d seen the type of building before: box‑
y, with various protruding angles, it looked like it was 
halfway buried in the earth. There were several rows 
of them. Someone else could probably enlighten you as 
to what they were because I don’t know, but they were 
obviously designed to be invisible from the sky or from 
great distances. It was almost eerie as we passed several 
train tracks with deserted cars, and not a soul in sight. No 
patrols, no cars coming out from the pits, no one walking 
even from a parking lot of white service trucks ‑ nothing. 
I wondered if we were heading in the right direction.

After the third railroad crossing the road severely dete‑
riorated into a barely two‑lane wide paved mess, com‑
plete with potholes, no shoulder, and chunks of pavement 
missing from the edge. This was the second time I found 
this race to remind me of Mexico which brought me a 

small feeling of delight. The rough road was not unlike some I had driven outside San Felipe. The similar‑
ity ended there though. As we began going up an incline a red Yamaha Rhino came bombing down the hill. 
Had it been green or tan, I might have wondered if maybe we crossed a line and were going the wrong way. 
It neared and inside were two 
ladies, one of which was holding 
a Pit 12 sign. At this very mo‑
ment Jeff pointed out that he 
could see rigs at the top of the 
hill. We crossed 4 sets of train 
tracks, turned left, and found a 
spot next to a box van for a bike 
team and on the other side next 
to BJ Baldwin’s crew setting up 
their pit. The ground here was 
unusually rocky compared to 
the other pits. It was also filled 
with disdainful looks from some 
of the bike teams, but we cov‑
ered that.

A bike came in followed immedi‑
ately by Dillon Zimmerman, who 
was pitted by Josh Frederick’s dad a 

This is Dillon getting fueled. He was in the lead at this point in the race.



few spots up from us. About 40 
seconds later Q1’s Prather came 
in, or it could have been Scott, 
I’m not sure. And less than a 
minute after that, Brandon came 
in. The interesting rocky ter‑
rain here was enough to get me 
to snap a photo or two, but I 
was mostly thinking about what 
would happen if Chris couldn’t 
get to 13. I reminded Garrin that 
if he couldn’t find Chris to just 
start screaming for gas until 
someone filled him up. This is 
desert racing, and many racers 
have been in that spot, so some‑
one will give help. Karma is a 
bitch, after all, but you can usu‑
ally count on kindness of other 

pit crews on the same mission as you. Because they might need it paid forward to their rider one day.

We left the pit still optimistic about our position. With over 100 miles left we had a lot of time to make up 
ground, I assumed that Chris got to Pit 13 because he never called me back, and our riders were still healthy, 
as was the bike. We got back on to the highway and headed down the road. It wasn’t until 10 minutes later 
that the potential end to our day occurred. We radioed to our second chase vehicle, but as we sat, stuck in 

the truck, our optimism slowly 
seeped out of us and was re‑
placed by that sense of urgency 
from earlier. That same dread 
that our race day could end here, 
or at least our chances for a 
podium.

I was driving, Brandon was in 
the passenger seat, and Jeff Bays 
was in the back seat with a pile 
of water, gear, and who knows 
what we collect and stash as the 
day goes on...We were most of 
the way through the Vegas to 
Reno, but after having just put 
Garrin Fuller on the bike and 
running in third, we were now 
faced with a day‑wrecking situ‑

ation: Construction. We sat for 5 
minutes watching the stream of cars ahead of us drive away knowing we just missed our chance to make it 
through on time. We were only a few cars behind the flagger, and we weren’t sure what kind of delay we’d 
be facing. As the cars heading northbound trailed out of sight I could feel my assurance draining out of me as 
they disappeared one by one.

Team Green over there couldn’t believe not one, not two, but THREE quads had come in before their bike...



Brandon called Ed Teixeira. He was Brandon and Garrin’s Chase 2 vehicle and he hoped Ed had passed us 
already.

“Hey are you through the construction?” Brandon asked, “Oh you’re stuck? So we have to stop twice?... This 
is the first time you stopped?”

I crane my neck to see all the vehicles in front of me, but there’s only about 10 and I don’t see Ed’s truck in 
the lineup.

Brandon continues,”Look a few cars up and you’ll see my truck. We’re stuck here too.” A note of distress just 
barely hinted in the word  “stuck.”

Part 6
Time is precious

We’ve been sitting for 10 minutes now, and 
Brandon explains the situation to Ed over the 
phone. We are never going to reach Garrin 
at Pit 14 in time to change riders or fuel the 
bike. He will surely know to get fuel from 
someone and continue, but we’ll never know 
how far along he is and if we should go to Pit 
15 or the finish or try to banzai run to 14 to 
get Brandon on the bike. I look expectantly 
at Brandon, his face frowning and brow fur‑
rowed working out all possible scenarios of 
course. We’ve been sitting in the truck for 
15 minutes now. Precious time has escaped 

us and with every second Garrin is getting closer to a pit where there is no team for him. I make a suggestion 
and Brandon considers it for a moment and feels like it’s the best choice we have. He calls Ed again and as it’s 
ringing a flow of cars going Southbound flood past us. That means it is our turn soon. I begin to get a little 
anxious trying to spot the end of their line.

“Ed, we are going to have you and Pete go to 14 and see if you can pit Garrin. If he’s not there just let us know. 
We’re going straight to 15 and we’ll change riders there instead. If he hasn’t gone through you’ll have time 
to fuel him, and if he has then we’ll be in the right spot to catch him at 15,” Brandon explains. Our line of 
traffic moves into the left lane and begins painfully crawling through the construction area, which is mostly 
empty of workers and machines except a couple of trucks and one paving machine. It’s a little aggravating to 
be honest, and still so when the pace picks up to 45. Instead of a 30 minute drive to catch Garrin we now have 
over an hour to drive and 45mph is not going to get us to Pit 15 before him. After a few miles the construction 
ends in a sweeping right turn around a lake. I can see a semi‑coming, but it is a ways off and I know I don’t 
want to be stuck behind these cars. It’s always a little nerve wracking to be in the oncoming lane and you 
can’t see what’s coming because you are on the outside of a turn, but this is as good of a spot as any. I move 
left.

An earlier pit in the day.



The drive to pit 15 was mostly uneventful. We get some radio chatter from our other team, but we can’t tell 
exactly what’s going on and soon we’re out of contact. We had to go through several little towns and then 
wound our way through some hills. I had followed a car through most of the towns as it was going an accept‑
able speed, but as the highway opened to a four‑lane bridge coming up to a hill I asked Brandon, “Should we 
be going around these people?”

“Get Mexico on their ass!” 

I set the truck’s speed record for this trip at 105mph as we passed this car and headed off into the windy ter‑
rain just north of Yerington, NV. (I hope my mom doesn’t read that, or this:) We kept a solid 85‑90mph pace 
with the exception of some slower vehicles in front of us. The Q1 trucks left the pit just before we did but 
they also got caught in the construction. I had passed them shortly before one of the towns but they were 
pacing us now, obviously going to the same pit we were. Yes, there are always two races going on at desert 
events, but at this point we were still wondering, who was going to win?

As we approached the final pit Brandon got a call from Ed. Sudden relief! Ed told us that they made it just 
in time to pull the gas can out as Garrin entered the pit. Assuredly disappointed he couldn’t get off the bike 
and had to go another 60 miles, Garrin pushed on, and we continued to drive, thankful that our day was not 
ruined by some paving operation. It’s fun to drive fast 
though, and bad example as it may be, I didn’t slow 
down except to enter Pit 15. Once I took the turn into 
the recreation area the road quickly turned to dirt and I 
brodied down the road putting some dust up for my tail‑
ing friends. It’s the desert. Deal with it.

As we approached the course I noticed that the lot was 
full. I slowed, and a truck moved and I squeaked into a 
spot next to an old truck and camper and a newer truck 
and EZ‑up. Jeff and I pulled out the carpet, the dump 
can, the tires, the tools, and the pit board for one final 
time as Brandon got on whatever gear he didn’t put on 
in the truck. I asked him if he needed anything and then 
walked out to where the pit meets the course to check 
things out, carrying the pit board with me. I looked up 
and down the pit. We were close to what I thought was 
the end of the pits. There were several vehicles with 
pop‑up tents shading their occupants, and a lot more 
cars than what was at the last few pits. The people next 
to us even had their barbecue out and struck up friendly 
conversation with us, and offered us their shade, which 
we gratefully took cover in. It was here that another 
rider approached us.

Kyle. It seems that we couldn’t shake Kyle if we wanted 
to (and we don’t want to, he’s a nice guy.) We first ran 
into Kyle at the San Felipe 250 this year. He was out 
pre‑running the desert for fun and was there to spectate or be a back up rider in case anyone wanted him. 
We then ran into Kyle about six more times that week, and about 3 on race day. Then we bumped into him a 
handful of times at the 500, and now here in Nevada. While not unheard of, it’s a LITTLE unusual to run into 
another rider, in a different class, on a different machine, that many times in places where it’s possible to 



attend the same event and not see a well known name like Kurt Caselli or Robby Bell unless you camp out at 
the start or finish of the race, or stalk them, which is both creepy and unrecommended. I digressed from my 
intended point, which was that despite being on two wheels, in the desert everyone is on equal ground. Bike 
and quad guys don’t have the same animosity that competitors do in other events, and if a bike guys rolls in 
screaming for fuel someone would help him the same as if it were a quad guy. It’s a nice change of pace from 
the bashing and bad attitude that takes place in other places. The most you get from the bike guys is shock 
that a quad beat their rider or an occasional scoff or smug comment about speed.

It wasn’t even a few seconds after Kyle struck up friendly conversation with us that the first bike came in. 
You can just see a helmet bobbing in front of a trail of dust over the some desert brush. Or at least I can. May‑
be most people can see the handlebars. You hear “Bike! Biiiiiiike!” and everyone sort of stops what they are 
doing to see who it is. The people whose tent we were under had already pitted their rider and were now just 
spectating and enjoying some cold beverages, and they continued to do so as they watched the rider come 
through. Another bike came in and then the first quad! Could it be us? Was that Garrin? NO! It was Prather’s 
team coming in. That means that the Q1 got around Frederick, but did we? Before Prather can leave the pit 
here comes Garrin. YES! As it turns out we were towards the front of the pits, and Garrin pulled in and pitted, 
Jeff fueled the bike, and Brandon got back on and took off. We were almost there!

As Garrin pulled off his helmet his dust covered face was drained. His hands, particularly the throttle side, 
looked worse for the wear. The only thing he said all day was, “Yeah, my thumb is a little stiff.” Garrin nor‑
mally uses a twist throttle, so his thumb was not conditioned for the 270+ miles of abuse he rode. We packed 
up and climbed in the truck. What goes through my head on the way to the finish is the same every time. It’s 
a mixture of feelings – hope, excitement, worry – and I can’t help but to repeat in my head, “Almost there. 
Nothing go wrong now. Please.” I’m mostly just relieved that we made it through the race this far. We drive 
into Dayton where the finish line is, and stop at the store for some ice and celebration beer, then head about 
another mile into the rodeo grounds to find a place to park.

It’s 4:30pm. We’ve been up 
for over 12 hours, we’ve 
been racing for over 10.5 
hours, and as we are driv‑
ing into the finish, we can 
see Brandon stopped at 
the finish flags. We quickly 
park and walk over to the 
exit chute where he is 
being interviewed. There 
is a small crowd in the 
grandstands above him, 
watching and listening to 
the event. Brandon thanks 
Garrin and the rest of the 
team by name, then thanks 
his chase crew and the 
other chase crews. They 
give him his finisher pin 
and I snap a photo of him 
and Garrin. It’s raining. Big 
solid drops in a slow rain. 
It doesn’t last long, but 
it sure is discouraging. Garrin and Brandon at the finish line, which was getting a little wet. After a long day of racing, it came down to 20 seconds.



Brandon rides far enough out of the finish to let other people pass by back to their rigs and then we have a 
parking lot “celebration.” He talks with all the other quad racers, making jokes and discussing the perpetual 
topic of Mexico and more specifically, the Baja 1000. 

We spend about 4 hours in the parking lot waiting for other teams, talking to riders, talking to spectators 
and other fans, and milling about. We finally say our goodbyes to Ed and his friend Pete who show up during 
this time, and Garrin and his friend Tayler who chased for Sean and Mary. We rearrange, tie down, store, and 
otherwise prepare to leave the finish. As we are doing so we hear helicopters whiz by overhead and cars and 
buggies come in to the finish. It’s now dark, and we head to the hotel in Reno to eat. After about 20 hours, the 
Vegas to Reno is done for our team. We had two finishing teams of three, one podium team (second place by 
less than 2 minutes) who also was within the top 10 overall for finishers, and a heck of an eventful day even if, 
looking back on it, nothing actually happened. But this is desert racing, where anything can and might hap‑
pen. Maybe it’s the uncertainty, the gamble, the mere prospect of adventure...maybe that’s what draws us all 
in.

Megan grew up riding quads with her family, starting at the age of two. She 
got involved with the racing community in 2005 and had her first desert rac-
ing experience in 2011 and was hooked. She currently runs PitTraffic.com and 
married Brandon Brown, a desert racer, in the Spring of 2013. She continues 
to enjoy riding and aims to stay involved with the racing community. You can 

contact her via PitTraffic.com

Thank you for reading!
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